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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is aimed at discussing the statistical results arrived during data analysis 

in chapter 5. Also the implications that can be derived from the discussed results are 

provided in this chapter. These implications (theoretical and inferential) are intended 

to be contributing to the learning of various stake holders viz., practitioners, 

academicians, researchers and industry experts in organized food and grocery 

retailing in Indian context. 

6.2 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

6.2.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 1: What are the determinants (Antecedents) of 

customer satisfaction in food and grocery retailing? 

As discussed in chapter 4 (Research Methodology), this study was conducted in two 

stages. Stage one is exploratory phase, during which personal interviews and 

discussions were held with industry experts and academicians for identifying 

determinants of customer satisfaction. These identified determinants were supported 

by the extensive review of literature from the  past studies. Exploratory factor analysis 

was used for validating each identified factor. All the factors that are antecedents of 

customer satisfaction have factor loading 

confirmed the constructs of antecedents of customer satisfaction. The tested 

constructs approved the factors that were determinants (antecedents) of customer 

satisfaction. Value for time, value for money, ,store reputation, store environment, 

social surroundings, antecedent state of customer / positive effect are the seven 

variables confirmed as the antecedents of customer satisfaction in organized food and 

grocery retail, specific to this study. The lowest factor loading in the antecedents was 

for one of items of service quality that has a value of 0.505. Highest factor loading 

among the constructs in antecedents was for social surroundings where loading value 

for one item was 0.834.  
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6.2.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 2: Do identified antecedents of customer 

satisfaction predict food and grocery consumers’ satisfaction relative to 

upgraded kirana stores/convenience stores, supermarkets and hypermarkets? 

The aforementioned question was answered by multiple regression models developed 

for the hypotheses H10 - H70.

H10: Value for money (VFM) will not affect customer satisfaction.

H20: Value for time (VFT) will not affect customer satisfaction.

H30: Service quality (SERQ) will not  affect customer satisfaction.

H40: Store reputation (SREP) will not affect customer satisfaction.

H50: Store environment (SENV) will not influence customer satisfaction.

H60: Social surrounding (SSUR) will not influence customer satisfaction.

H70: Antecedent state (Positive effect - PE) of consumer will not influence customer 

satisfaction. 

Discussion for H10: Value for money (VFM) will not affect customer satisfaction.

The findings from the multiple regression model for H10 indicate that value for 

money has a significant effect on customer satisfaction (Adj. R2 = 0.346). The 

.516. The null hypotheses (H10) was 

rejected (p<0.05) showing positive and significant effect of value for money on 

customer satisfaction. The positive 

levels are positively influenced by the value they receive for the money spend on food 

and grocery shopping in organized retail stores. These results reveal that increased 

value for money ensures the increased satisfaction among the food and grocery 

shoppers visiting modern store formats. Despite of the demographic status of the 

respondents , most of the respondents care for the scarce resources (e.g. money and 

time) they spend on the basic needs. Effects of value for money on customer 

satisfaction was confirmed in the results discussions of previous researchers [e.g. 131, 

133, 134]. These findings can be summarized saying, despite of the growing 

economical status and per capita income, Indian consumers are meticulous about the 

money they spend, especially on the basic needs like food and grocery. 

This vigilant attitude among the Indian food and grocery shoppers is certainly

a factor for the organized retailer to carefully study about. Modern retailers. perhaps 

may have to realize that mere novelties will not convert the footfalls in to business. 

Business becomes profitable only when the value seeking consumer is promised with 
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value for the money he pays during the purchase. This value can be defined as the

proportion of quality products, value added services (e.g. free delivery, easy returns),

promotions and discounts.

Discussion for H20: Value for time (VFT) will not affect customer satisfaction.

Multiple regression model used to analyze the effects of value for time on customer 

satisfaction in organized food and grocery retail business had shown a significance 

and positive result. Statistical results with reference to H20 indicate that value for time 

has a significant effect on customer satisfaction (Adj. R2 = 0.468). The regression 

0.260. The null hypotheses (H20) was rejected 

(p<0.05) showing positive and significant effect of value for time on customer 

satisfaction. These results are consistent with the findings that Bielen and Demoulin 

[147] had suggested, confirming that shopping time and the waiting time effects the 

customer satisfaction. The positive as appeared in the statistical results of 

value for time have affirmed that respondents' satisfaction levels are positively 

influenced by the total effective time spend on food and grocery shopping in 

organized retail stores. These findings have revealed that consumers are ascertained to 

derive value for another scarce resource (time) they spend while shopping for their 

basic needs. Effects of value for time on customer satisfaction and the statistical 

results of such effects can also be partially seen and positively compared to the to the 

results emerged in few of the previous studies [e.g. 141, 144, 147]. Findings from the 

study ascertains that, customers shopping for food and grocery is likely to shop all the 

requirements under one roof, so as to save their time and increase productivity of their 

shopping trips.

The demographical analysis in the study confirms these findings. The 

shopping patterns of the customers show that a majority (42.1%) of the respondents 

wanted to chose a store in a nearest neighbourhood (1 - 2 KMs) to save their time. 

Apart from this another major chunk of 24.8 % of the respondents are willing to travel 

between 2 - 3 KMs for shopping food and grocery. This accounts to an approximate 

of 67% of the respondents buying food and grocery from the nearest modern store 

formats. Shoppers who ensure large assortments and clear layouts in their stores tend 

to save the customers' time by reducing the search time of customers'. 
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Discussion for H30: Service quality (SERQ) will not  affect customer satisfaction.

The findings from the multiple regression model for H30 signify that service quality 

positively effects food and grocery customer's satisfaction (Adj. R2 = 0.531). The 

.243. The null hypotheses (H30) was 

rejected (p<0.05) showing positive and significant effect of service quality on 

customer satisfaction. The positive 

levels increase positively when service quality in food and grocery retail stores 

increases. Employees amicable attitude towards shoppers, highly determines positive 

perception among the buyers towards the store service quality. As shown in the 

exploratory factor analysis, this construct/item has contributed a factor loading o f 

0.671 toward the effect of service quality on customer satisfaction. Quite a number of 

consumer behaviour and marketing studies in the past have highlighted on the 

significance of service quality in extracting consumers' satisfaction. The results 

pertaining to service quality in this study agree with the results from few of those past 

studies [158, 162, 168].

Results from this study affirm that food and grocery shoppers likelihood to 

patronize a modern food and grocery store is highly linked to the quality and service 

aspects of a store operations. Store personnel's knowledge of the assortment, trust 

they build among the customers by prompt responses and excellent customer service 

indicates a store commitment towards providing quality service. The coefficient value 

0.243), when compared to the other attributes is less 

contributive, though it is significant. This finding should make the modern food and 

grocery retailers vigilant to assess their personnel's training needs and requirements. 

The superior service quality could act as differentiator to the modern retail store 

formats over the neighborhood kirana and other non-organized formats. It can be 

derived from the exploratory factor analysis, that service quality presently offered by 

the retailers, perhaps is not up to the level of customers' expectations. This shows an 

exigent need for retailers to train their personnel in providing best customer service.

Discussion for H40: Store reputation (SREP) will not affect customer satisfaction.

Multiple regression model used to analyze the effects of store reputation on customer 

satisfaction in organized food and grocery retail business had shown significance and 

positive results. Statistical results with reference to H40 suggest that store reputation 
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has significant effects on customer satisfaction (Adj. R2 = 0.547). The regression 

of SREP is 0.129. The null hypotheses (H40) was rejected (p<0.05) 

confirming positive and significant effect of store reputation on customer satisfaction 

in organized food and grocery retailing. 

Exploratory factor analysis reveals that a high quality products, services and

wide variety of fresh and safe products offered by the stores build reputation for the 

stores in the populace they operate. Results from few studies in the past have widely 

mentioned the effects of store reputation on the customer satisfaction in  different 

business domains. Though such studies differ with this research in many identifiable 

foundational areas, results with reference to impact of store reputation on customer 

satisfaction go in a same propensity [e.g. 183, 187, 188]

The factor analysis has revealed noteworthy factor loadings (0.779, 0.746 and 

0.664)  for the three items chosen as constructs of the variable 'store reputation'. Eigen 

value for store reputation was 1.96 , the variance explained is 6.1% and the composite 

reliability was 0.815. These statistical results reveal how increased store reputation 

increases the customer satisfaction. Several studies in past [e.g. 179, 186] had shown 

how diminishing reputation of a retailer is result of reduced quality in goods and 

services offered. That in turn loses store's image in the local populace and their trust. 

The related predictor effects and beta estimates of store reputation in this study reveal 

that store reputations emerges as one of the significant factors identified in the study 

along with VFM and VFT for a customer to patronise a store with high levels of 

commitment when they are given a satisfactory shopping experience. 

Discussion for H50: Store environment (SENV) will not influence customer 

satisfaction.

The findings from the multiple regression model for H50 reveals that store 

environment has a significant and positive effects on customer satisfaction in 

organized food and grocery retail business (Adj. R2 = 0.531). The regression 

coefficient value for SENV is   = 0.063. The null hypotheses (H50) was rejected 

since p < 0.05, which indicates a positive and significant effect of store environment 

on customer satisfaction in food and grocery retailing in Indian context. The positive 

ondents' satisfaction levels increase positively when 

food and grocery retail store environment is perceived to be satisfactory. The internal 
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aesthetics and visual merchandise that creates an easy to shop surroundings, pleasant 

and clear interiors makes a best shopping environment for consumers. 

Exploratory factor analysis had resulted the weight factor ratio of the 

constructs (0.668, 0.662, 0.613 and 0.523) for the four items, among which 

pleasantness in the store has the higher contribution(0.668). However when 

respondents were asked if the store environment provides good waiting time 

satisfaction, the factor loading value was found to be just 0.523 as a result. This 

indicates a well maintained store environment alone may not increase the customer 

satisfaction, when the waiting time in lines are not ensured to be shorter and faster. 

Precisely, well groomed store environment may moderately cover up the concerns 

related to delays and waiting period in a store.

Literature and statistical results for effects of store environment on customer 

satisfaction in organized food and grocery retailing are comparatively consistent to 

the results of past studies conducted in different contexts [196, 201, 202, 206, 207]. 

Findings from this study confirm that store environment as a situational variable 

significantly moderates the satisfaction levels of a food and grocery shopper in 

modern retail stores. Results from this study suggests that ensuring well displayed 

layouts, neatened merchandise display and pleasant atmosphere will give a positive 

pay off to the organized retail stores.

Discussion for H60:Social surroundings (SSUR) will not influence customer 

satisfaction.

Multiple regression model used to analyze the effects of store social surroundings on 

customer satisfaction in organized food and grocery retail business had shown 

significance and positive results. Statistical results with reference to H60 indicate that 

store social surroundings have significant and positive effects on customer satisfaction 

in organized food and grocery retailing (Adj. R2 = 0.554). The regression coefficient 

for SSUR is 0.057. The null hypotheses (H60) was rejected as the value of p is 

less than 0.05 significance level (p<0.05). This confirms a positive and significant 

effect of store social surroundings on customer satisfaction in organized food and 

grocery retailing. The positive 

levels increase positively when store social surroundings are consumer friendly and 

interactive. The best social experience given by the stores outside home stands as 
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another parameter to measure the performance of a store in keeping customer happy 

and satisfied. This is due to a contemporary trend, that shopping in organized retail 

stores is not just a need fulfilling task but predominately a socializing activity.

Findings from the exploratory factor analysis had resulted the weight factor 

ratio of the two constructs of SSUR (0.834 and 0.824). Among these factors, construct

related to analysing the social experience that store provides outside home has a major 

score (0.834). The lowest factor loading among the two constructs is 0.824. This 

refers to the factor that seeks survey participants' response to the question "if they 

enjoy socializing" at the stores identified for this study.  From the factor loading 

value, one can assume that organized retails stores do provide an amicable and 

relaxing environment that leave customers happy and satisfied at the end. This 

indicates, a retail store with congenial social surroundings make consumers 

comfortable to step in, interact with the store personnel and co-shoppers and finally 

purchase from the store. Statistical results and contemporary literature for effects of 

store social surroundings on customer satisfaction in organized food and grocery 

retailing are comparatively consistent to the few previous studies [e.g. 214, 215, 217, 

218]. Results from this study confirm that store social surroundings as a situational 

variable significantly effects the customer satisfaction of a food and grocery shopper 

in modern retail stores. 

Discussion for H70: Antecedent state (Positive effect - PE) of consumer will not 

influence customer satisfaction. 

The findings from the multiple regression model for H70 reveals that customers

antecedent state / positive effect has a significant and positive effects on customer 

satisfaction in organized food and grocery retail business (Adj. R2 = 556). The 

.037. The null hypotheses (H70) was 

rejected as the value of p is less than 0.05 significance level (p<0.05). This confirms a 

positive and significant effects of customer's antecedent state / positive effect on 

customer satisfaction in organized food and grocery retailing business. The positive 

estimate indicates that respondents' satisfaction levels increase positively when 

customers antecedent state is in favourable mood. Though a retail store cannot 

practically influence the antecedent state of a customer, ensuring pleasant service and 
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enduring responsiveness may comfort the consumer who are symptomatically in 

negative state of mood. 

Findings from the exploratory factor analysis had resulted the proportionate 

values of constructs (0.807, 0.791  and 0.702) for the three items. Among these 

factors, construct examining if a consumer who was in low mood, feels better after 

shopping in the store, has a major score (0.834). The lowest factor loading among the 

three constructs is 0.702. This refers to the factor asking respondents "if they relax 

while shopping" at the stores identified for this study.  These results show how a 

customer's antecedent state is important to study and understand as the social 

interaction and participation of customers depends on their mood. When the positive 

mood exists in consumers, that drives satisfaction levels positively. However, 

consumer who are symptomatically in negative state of mood should be attended with 

care and patience. Such a careful service will certainly uplift the mood of the 

customer and give them positive perception towards the store. Statistical results and 

contemporary literature for effects of antecedent state of customer on customer 

satisfaction in organized food and grocery retailing are in line with the previous 

studies in different contexts and time periods [223 - 226].

6.2.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 3: What are the consequences (outcomes) of 

customer satisfaction? 

As discussed in the previous sections of the thesis in chapters 4 and 6.2.1 exploratory 

phase of this study helped in identifying the factors that are consequences 

(behavioural outcomes) of customer satisfaction in organized food and grocery 

retailing. These identified attributes were supported by the extensive review of 

literature from the  previous studies. Exploratory factor analysis was used for 

validating each identified factor. All the factors that are consequences (behavioural 

outcomes) of customer satisfaction have the constructs that have the factor loading 

0.5 and Eigen value 

of customer satisfaction. 

Store loyalty (attitudinal), store loyalty (behavioural), repurchase intention,

word-of-mouth, price insensitivity, reduced complaining behaviour are the six 

variables that are extracted as behavioural outcomes of customer satisfaction, from 

factor analysis. The Eigen values for the consequences of customer satisfaction are 

5.12, 4.30, 2.54, 2.21, 1.24 and 1.65 (in the order of variables mentioned). The lowest 
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factor loading in the consequences constructs was for one of reverse items in price 

insensitivity that has a value of 0.521. Highest factor loading among the constructs in 

consequences was for word of mouth communication where loading value for one 

item was 0.876. Also Table 5.27 confirms the correlation between the factors where 

values are positioned below a maximum value of 0.74. This affirms that there is no 

multicollenearity or instability of the predictors set in the correlations.  

6.2.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 4: Does customer satisfaction result in store loyalty, 

repurchase intentions, word of mouth communication, price insensitivity, less 

complaining behaviour?

This question was answered by simple linear regression analysis examining the 

effects of customer satisfaction on behavioural outcomes viz., store loyalty 

(attitudinal), store loyalty (behavioural), repurchase intention, word of mouth 

communication, price insensitivity and reduced complaining behaviour. Simple linear 

regression models developed for the hypotheses H80 - H130 explains the effects that 

answer research question number 4.

H80: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on store attitudinal loyalty (SLA).

H90: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on store behavioural loyalty 

(SLB).

H100: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on repurchase intention (RI).  

H110: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on word-of-mouth 

communication (WOM).

H120: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on price-insensitivity (PI).

H130: A higher level of customer satisfaction will not certainly lead to lower level of 

complaining behaviour (CB).

Discussion for H80: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on store

attitudinal loyalty (SLA).

Simple linear regression model used to analyze the effects of customer satisfaction on 

store attitudinal loyalty in organized food and grocery retail business had shown 

significance and positive results. Statistical results with reference to H80 suggest that 

customer satisfaction has significant and positive effects on attitudinal loyalty (Adj. 

R2 = 0.400, F=651.754). The regression coefficient summary confirms that customer 

satisfaction is the significant predictor of store attitudinal loyalty as = 0.671, t = 
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25.529 and p = 0.000. The null hypotheses (H80) was rejected (p<0.05) confirming 

positive and significant effect of customer satisfaction on attitudinal loyalty in 

organized food and grocery retailing. This indicates that as customer satisfaction 

increases attitudinal loyalty of the consumers is confirmed to increase. However the 

effect of satisfaction on attitudinal loyalty is moderate when compared to behavioural 

loyalty (Adj. R2 = 0.441).

Exploratory factor analysis reveals that organized food and grocery retail 

stores offer the assortments that consumers need that customers trust and make them 

feel good about. These constructs in the exploratory analysis carries loading values 

0.797, 0.768 and 0.708 respectively. This reveals that a satisfied customer's attitudinal 

loyalty seems appears to take its form, when the goods and services offered in the 

store carry an obligation of truthfully meeting the basic needs of consumers, 

satisfactorily.  The statistical analysis has revealed noteworthy factor loadings , where 

Eigen value for attitudinal loyalty was 5.12, the variance explained is 17.6% and the 

composite reliability was 0.827. These results indicate that increased satisfaction 

among the food and grocery buyers results in the increased attitudinal loyalty towards 

the store. Quite a number of studies in the past have highlighted the prominent role 

that satisfaction bring in ensuring that loyalty is shaped and nurtured among the 

shoppers  [229, 233, 235, 244].

Discussion for H90: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on store

behavioural loyalty (SLB).

Simple linear regression model used to analyze the effects of customer satisfaction on 

behavioural loyalty in organized food and grocery retail business had shown 

significance in the relation. Statistical results with reference to H90 confirms that 

customer satisfaction has significant and positive effects on behavioural loyalty (Adj. 

R2 = 0.441, F=769.552). The regression coefficient summary confirms that customer 

satisfaction is the significant predictor of behavioural loyalty as = 0.746, t = 27.741

and p = 0.000. The null hypotheses (H90) was rejected as the value of p < 0.05, 

confirming positive and significant effect of customer satisfaction on behavioural 

loyalty in organized food and grocery retailing. 

Findings from the exploratory factor analysis suggest that organized food and 

grocery retail shoppers tend to continue their food and grocery shopping with the 
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store and also may increase their proportion of spend in the store in next twelve 

months from the date they respondent the research team. These facts have carried a 

factor loading values of 0.845 and 0.810. However when the respondents were asked 

if they recommend the store to others the factor loading was found to be  0.699, which 

is relatively moderate than the other two items. This could be due to the shoppers less 

interest in volunteering  recommendations on  basic requirements such as food and 

grocery. 

Results from the statistical analysis has revealed noteworthy factor loadings 

for behavioural loyalty of food and grocery shopper, where Eigen value for 

behavioural loyalty was 4.30, the variance explained is 16.8% and the composite 

reliability was 0.834. These results indicate that increased satisfaction among the food 

and grocery buyers results in the increased behavioural loyalty among the buyers 

towards the store. Though this study differentiates itself in different aspects, with the 

previous studies which focused on the relation between the customer satisfaction and 

loyalty as well, findings from this study are in line with the results of the previous 

research [229, 233, 235, 244].

Discussion for H100: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on repurchase 

intention (RI).  

Results from the simple linear regression model have confirmed the effects of 

customer satisfaction on repurchase intentions of food and grocery shoppers in 

organized retail sector. Statistical results with reference to repurchase intention 

suggest that customer satisfaction has significant and positive effects (Adj. R2 =

0.237, F=303.845). The regression coefficient summary confirms that customer 

satisfaction is the significant predictor of repurchase intentions as the values of 

0.533, t = 17.431 and p = 0.000. The null hypotheses (H100) was rejected as p value is 

<0.05. This confirms a positive and significant effects of customer satisfaction on 

repurchase intention in organized food and grocery retailing. These results indicate

that as customer satisfaction increases intentions of customers to re-buy food and 

grocery from the store increases. Though the effect of satisfaction on repurchase 

intention is significant and positive, the effect is moderate is revealed in the statistical 

tests (Adj. R2 = 0.237).
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Weight factor ratio of the constructs shown in the exploratory factor analysis 

confirms the values 0.782, 0.772 and 0.732 for the three constructs developed for the 

variable repurchase intentions. Customer responded that they buy food and grocery 

from the store repeatedly as they are satisfied with the store. The statistical analysis 

for buyers repurchase intention has revealed  loadings , where Eigen value was 2.54, 

the variance explained is 14.5% and the composite reliability was 0.824. These results 

indicate that repurchase intentions in buyers increase stimulating their repeated 

shopping trips to the store, where they have encountered a satisfactory shopping 

experience. Repurchase intentions were found to be quite common among the happy 

and satisfied buyers and significantly related to customer satisfaction, even in the 

previous studies conducted in different context [106, 249, 258, 259]. Such studies 

confirm the results and findings of this research study to be affirmative and reliable. 

Discussion for H110: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on word-of-

mouth communication (WOM).

Word of mouth communication was inclined to be effected by the state of customer 

satisfaction in organized food and grocery retailing. This was confirmed by the simple 

linear regression model used to analyze the effects. Resultant relation was ascertained

to be positive and significant. Statistical results related to the null hypotheses H110

confirms that that customer satisfaction has significant and positive effects on word of 

mouth communication (Adj. R2 = 0.446, F=28.009). The regression coefficient 

summary confirms that customer satisfaction is the significant predictor of word of 

mouth communication as the value of = 0.755, t = 28.009 and p = 0.000. The null

hypotheses H80 is technically rejected as the p value is <0.05.  This helps in 

confirming positive and significant effect of customer satisfaction on word of mouth 

communication of food and grocery shopper. These results can be construed to 

understand and affirm that a satisfied customer would spread a positive word of 

mouth communication about the store that gave him/her a delightful shopping 

experience. However, the word of mouth communication may not always have to be a 

voluntary promotion in every context, but could be an advice or encouragement given 

to the peers and friends when the information is sought by them. This interpretation 

can be allusively confirmed from the discussion of  statistical results of store 

behavioural loyalty, where customers voluntary recommendations about the store had 

a low factor value i.e. 0.699. However word of mouth communication is the factor 
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that has a high significance to customer satisfaction among all other variable as Adj.

R2 = 0.446 which is apparently high coefficient determination value among others.

Exploratory factor analysis reveals that organized food and grocery shoppers 

do say positive things about the store and recommends it when their friends and 

relatives seek advice. Moving a step ahead, a satisfied customer not only advices his 

near peers but encourages them to consider the store to shop food and grocery from. 

This is a consequence of delightful past shopping experience, that they now want to 

share with their social groups. Three constructs in the exploratory analysis carries 

loading values 0.876, 0.850 and 0.825 respectively. The other statistical results of  

word of mouth variable are, Eigen value was 2.21, the variance explained is 12.5 %

and the composite reliability was 0.908. These results indicate that increased 

satisfaction among the food and grocery buyers results in the positive word of mouth 

communication by the shoppers about the store. Few studies in the past [272, 273, 280

- 282] have confirmed the rightness in the results and findings in this study with 

reference to the relation between customer satisfaction and word of mouth 

communication. 

Discussion for H120: Customer satisfaction has no significant effect on price-

insensitivity (PI).

Findings from the simple linear regression model used to analyze the effects of 

customer satisfaction on price insensitivity among the food and grocery shoppers 

indicate that the relation is significant and positive. Statistical results related to the 

null hypotheses H120 confirms that that customer satisfaction has significant and 

positive effects on price insensitivity (Adj. R2 = 0.110, F=12.272). The regression 

coefficient summary confirms that customer satisfaction is the significant predictor of 

word of mouth communication as the value of = 0.162, t = 3.503 and p = 0.000. The 

null hypotheses H120 is technically rejected as the p value is <0.05.  This confirms 

positive and significant effects of customer satisfaction on price insensitivity among 

the food and grocery shoppers. As seen in the statistical results, though the effect of 

satisfaction on price insensitivity is positive and significant, the effects are moderate 

to low (Adj. R2 = 0.110). As encountered in the discussions referring to the other 

antecedent and consequence variables, satisfied food and grocery customer expects 

more value for money and time invested on food and grocery shopping. As a result, 
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effect of customer satisfaction could be recognizably seen slumping on price 

insensitivity. These results reveals the generic Indian consumer attitude that is highly 

economically judicious, despite of the socio and economic status of the individuals. 

Only a threshold limit of respondents have represented the significant price 

insensitive attitude towards a store that gave them satisfactory experience. However, 

the statistical results have confirmed positive and significant impact of customer 

satisfaction on price insensitivity. 

Two constructs in the exploratory analysis carries loading values 0.724 and 

0.521, among which second one is a reverse item. The other statistical results of  price 

insensitivity are, Eigen value was 1.24, the variance explained is 6.5% and the 

composite reliability was 0.671. These results indicate that increased satisfaction 

among the food and grocery buyers results in the price insensitivity by the shoppers, 

thought the impact is moderate to low. Quite a few number of previous studies [290 -

293, 295] have examined the relation between customer satisfaction and price 

insensitivity and came out with the results that were near to the results of this study. 

Discussion for H130: A higher level of customer satisfaction will not certainly lead to 

lower level of complaining behaviour (CB).

Results from the simple linear regression model have confirmed the effects of 

customer satisfaction on reduced compliant behaviour in food and grocery shoppers in 

organized retail sector. This variable is posed as a reverse factor, that suggest

increased customer satisfaction reduces the complaining behaviour among the 

customers. Statistical results revealed in the study confirm the significant and negative 

relation between customer satisfaction and complaining behaviour (Adj. R2 = 0.004, F

= 5.317). The regression coefficient summary confirms that customer satisfaction is 

the significant predictor of reduced complaining behaviour as the values of -

0.082, t = 33.360 and p = 0.021. The null hypotheses (H130) was rejected as p value is 

<0.05. This confirms a positive and significant effects of customer satisfaction on 

reduced complaining behaviour among shoppers in organized food and grocery 

retailing. These results indicate that as customer satisfaction increases, complaining 

attitude among the customers sees a significant slump. This decline in the 

complaining attitude is an indication that customers develop belonging attitude 

towards the store that ensured amicable and delightful shopping experience.

Weight factor ratio of the constructs shown in the exploratory factor analysis 
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confirms the values 0.748, 0.742, 0.607 and 0.608 for the four constructs developed 

for the complaining behaviour The other statistical values for reduced complaining 

behaviour are where Eigen value was 1.64, the variance explained is 9.3 % and the 

composite reliability was 0.825. These results suggest that increased customer 

satisfaction keeps customers complaining on petty issues, rather they tend to offer 

valuable suggestions. Earlier studies [e.g. 88, 304] in the area of customer satisfaction 

and complaining behaviour have the results in consistence to the findings in this 

study.

6.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

The findings from this study are plausible and credible in Indian organized food and 

grocery retailing context. This study has provided the empirical and conceptual 

evidences for the justification of the variables identified for the study. Organized food 

and grocery retail industry, academia and researchers are in need of more resourceful 

information in this area of research. This is due to the newness of the industry in 

Indian context. The contemporary content in this study would be a significant 

contribution to organized food and grocery retailing. 

6.3.1 IMPLICATIONS FOR ACADEMIA

This study had contributed to academia and research by adding the extended literature 

and  statistical information.

1. Although previous studies in consumer research have focused on determinants 

and consequences of customer satisfaction, no comprehensive model for 

determinants and outcomes of satisfaction in food & grocery industry is 

developed. Though quite a few of such models exist, they were either not 

relevant to organized food and grocery retailing area or developed for non Indian 

markets. The theoretical model developed in this study is a comprehensive model 

that covered the determinants (antecedents) and behavioural outcomes 

(consequences) of customer satisfaction in organized food and grocery retailing 

in Indian context.  To the best of the researcher's knowledge, this theoretical 

frame work is first of its kind in Indian retailing and provides  new insights and 

developments in this area of research.

2. Furthermore, empirical evidences for the relationship and effects in the research 

area of customer satisfaction and its determinants and consequences in Indian 
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organized  food and grocery were not comprehensive in nature in the recent 

studies, as far as the knowledge of the researcher is concerned. Several studies in 

the past, exploring the organized food and grocery sector in India had focused 

either on the demographical settings or on the buoyant behavioural aspects. As a 

result, overlapping literature was brought forth to a smaller degree in the research 

pertaining to Indian food and grocery retailing. This lead to a need in exploring 

more latent variables, insights in the said area of research to fill the dearth in the 

literature with reference to customer satisfaction in this area. This study has done 

empirical analysis, with an extensive literature supporting theoretical model and 

the research objectives, to examine the effects of antecedents on customer 

satisfaction and effects of customer satisfaction on the behavioural outcomes.  

3. Most of the studies in the past have concentrated on the very broad categories of 

demographical and behavioural variables. However this study aimed at including 

different set of non repetitive variables which were experimentally identified to 

be either contributing to the customer satisfaction or the outcomes of customer 

satisfaction. The three situational factors (viz., store environment,   store social 

surroundings, antecedent state of customer / positive effect) included in this study 

could be affirmed as the antecedents that can be considered significantly different 

from the previous studies in Indian organized food and grocery context. Also, 

repurchase intentions, price insensitivity, complaining behaviour as a reverse 

item are the new constituents that are different from earlier studies. Selection of 

situational variables had created a mandatory need to follow the mall intercept 

method to collect data to ensure the recency effect on the shoppers. As discussed 

in the literature review section of this study, recency effect avoids the visualized 

perception that has high probability to impact the responses of consumer. Though 

this study had attempted to explore and include the new variables in the 

theoretical model to the possible extent, they were not chosen on unwarranted

grounds. Two phased method (exploratory and experimental) used in the study 

statistically and experimentally ensured the right inclusions in to the theoretical 

model.

4. Organized retail business in India is a recent activity. Traditional food and 

grocery retailing has been a dominating sector in Indian retail. Also, shopping 

food and grocery is viewed as a traditional routine in Indian context. With foray 

of organized retail the Indian retail scenario has taken new dimensions and 
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consumers insights in the sector started catching  the attention of academicians, 

researchers and practitioners in the recent years. Findings and literature in this 

study reveals how shopping food and grocery in modern retail store formats is 

not just a mere habitual activity but  beyond routine. 

5. With an acute insufficiency in the published literature with reference to the 

antecedents and consequences of customer satisfaction in organized food and 

grocery industry, this study may serve as a setting point for the research aimed at 

this area in the future. This dissertation advances theoretical contribution on 

antecedents and consequences of customer satisfaction in organized food and 

grocery retailing.

6.3.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INDUSTRY

Findings from this study are highly significant, relevant and contemporary to the 

organized food and grocery retailing in India. This study ensured that essence of the 

research focus was consistent to the nature of the research conducted in the past. 

Results and findings in this study would greatly help the modern retailers and 

marketers to understand the labyrinth behavioural aspects of Indian consumer who is 

strongly associated with food and grocery shopping. Theoretical model used in this 

research study greatly serves industry as a one of the very few comprehensive sources 

to study the antecedents and consequences on the whole. Accessing the latest, relevant 

and productive information from this study will help retailers and marketers to have 

better insights about their business and assists in identifying the gaps left in the areas 

of customer satisfaction and relations. Exploratory factor analysis used in this study to 

scientifically examine and quantify the constructs on which the factors related to the 

customer satisfaction were built, would indeed give retailers and marketers a fresh 

perspective on the subject. Such an effort in developing a comprehensive theoretical 

model, for studying customer satisfaction with respect to its antecedents and 

consequences is a first of its kind in the area of organized food and grocery retailing 

in Indian context. This effort plausibly will help the industry in understanding the 

several important aspects relevant to customer satisfaction. 
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Few of the major implications for organized food and retailers are as mentioned 

below:

1. In this study, heightening the literature and the statistical analysis of antecedents 

will help modern retailers in acquiring new insights on required operational 

excellence and understanding customer's behavioural attributes in new 

dimensions.  Moreover, this helps the national and foreign investors aspiring to 

do retail business in India in understanding the key dispositions that makes 

satisfied customers who are key for success in any business. Any national or 

international operator aspiring to invest or expand the existing retail business 

could educate themselves from the newfangled findings and results in the study.    

2. Consequences of customer satisfaction identified, studied and analyzed in this 

study will throw light on the few areas that were unchartered in the earlier 

studies. Attitudinal loyalty and behavioural loyalty are such two variable that 

were not collectively studied in many of the previous studies, at least the in 

organized food and grocery retailing. Results and findings relevant to such, 

would highly facilitate retailers in ascertaining the consumer's attitude and 

preferences. Understanding the consequences studied in this research will 

significantly 

3. Statistical results indicate that consumers are price conscious and will do a 

balanced trade-off between the money spent and the value proposition received 

during the sale. Customers who feel that the value proposition is received for the 

money spent, would end up to be satisfied customers, revisiting the store and

continuing the purchases from the retailer. Retailers should deeply consider the 

maximizing the discounts, thus providing best value to the customers. The 

redefined sales strategies of the retailers to ensure the value for customers money 

would certainly drive good number of footfalls and sales in the store.

4. Findings from the demographical stats in the study reveal that  time pressure, 

travel cost, search cost would determine the store choice and preferences of the 

customer. Considerable number of  respondents in the study have preferred the 

stores that exists in their neighbourhood (i.e. within 1 - 2 KMs of distance). Also 

most customers use two wheelers for commuting while purchasing food and 

grocery. This signalizes the customers intention to buy from the neighbourhood

and spend the optimum amount on travel while shopping for basic needs such as 
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food and grocery. Organized retailers those who are in the expansion plans may 

have to explore the potential neighbourhoods where the food and grocery 

business may have the prospects of growth. Apart from the location planning 

retailer should also ensure the assortment of food and grocery items are fit to the 

needs of the customers. This gives buyers one stop shopping opportunity and 

helps them in saving their time and money that are normally wasted in multiple 

shopping stops. Well designed store layouts with decipherable signage, 

knowledgeable and dependably assisting staff would also principally reduce the 

in store search time for the customers.

5. Significance of service quality had proved a positive relation with customer 

satisfaction in organized food and grocery retailing. However this may not full

fill the totality of the service quality that retailer could offer to the food and 

grocery shopper. As seen in the exploratory factor analysis, service quality is 

founded on the well-disposed sales people and knowledge levels of the staff 

working in the front lines and in different levels of modern retail store formats. 

This fact indeed reminds and makes the retailers vigilant to introspect the time 

and money they are investing in personnel development and training. Doing this 

will greatly help the retailers in providing quality service to the customers 

beyond their expectations.

6. Situational factors included in the theoretical model of this study have 

prominently shown the new dimensions in the research with reference to 

organized food and grocery retailing. These situational variables have their fresh 

presence in organized food and grocery retailing research area and will extremely

benefit the organized retail industry in understanding new insights in customer 

attitude. The mall intercept method used in this study for data collection is a 

greater synergy added to the analysis of the situational variables. Mall intercept 

method of data collection has abundantly helped in collecting the responses with 

the recency effect on the consumer response. Store environment, social 

surroundings of a store and antecedent state of a customer are the three 

situational variables whose data was validly collected in mall and retail store to 

ensure the accuracy in the customer responses with reference to these situational 

variables. Addition of situational variables and using the mall intercept data 

collection method purports this study to be different from the studies conducted 

in past.
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7. Findings from the analysis have highlighted the significance of store environment 

in enhancing the customers' shopping experience and affirming their satisfaction.  

A shopper friendly store environment can be described as a combo of 

scientifically designed layouts, orderly displayed merchandise and comfort

oriented aesthetics and atmosphere. While well navigated layouts makes the 

shoppers' task easier in identifying their requirements with minimized efforts and 

time, effectively planned visual merchandise places multiple buying options open 

to the buyer at a glance. Balanced temperatures maintained inside the store 

should ensure to have buyer forbearance while waiting in the lines.

8. Furthermore, modern retailer should also try to differentiate themselves either 

with the unorganized retail sector or with the internal competition by focusing on 

the social surroundings of the store that may greatly contribute to positively 

affect the antecedent state of a consumer. Though a customer mood and 

antecedent state cannot be regulated by the retailer, it can be comforted by the 

amicable store environment and social surroundings. Social surroundings are not 

mere aesthetics and decorative material but the incorporeal environment made of 

responsive and helping staff and hustle bustle at the store. Retailer focused to 

provide an outside home best shopping experience to the shoppers, especially to 

the first time shoppers, would reserve the customer preference of revisiting the 

store.

9. Shoppers always don't visit stores in a good mood. Few shoppers come for 

relaxing during their shipping trips. However few other may come in plain or 

good mood but be baffled due to the unhealthy surroundings and chiefly due to 

the unresponsiveness of the store personnel. Irrespective of the state of a 

customer's mood and preoccupied state of mind, retail environment should try to 

subdue the negative cues and provide the best shopping experience. This can 

happen by effective way of escalation handling, patiently listening to the 

customers queries and complaints and being empathetic to the concerns that 

customers experienced while shopping in the store. By applying these practices 

modern retailers can chart a positive impression among the buyers and can create 

prospects of making satisfied and loyal customers. 

10. High quality and fresh products offered in the store are the major factors that 

determine the reputation of a store. Freshness and quality are the major factors 

that Indian retail consumers would primarily prefer in the food and grocery 
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items. Moreover, consumers in India demands touch and feel factor while buying 

the dry items such as rice and pulses. This careful attitude shows the concern of 

Indian consumer for quality and freshness in the comestibles they shop for. Food 

and grocery retail business deals with the products can be ascertained as highly 

perishable. Indian consumers are not acquainted to the canned or frozen food and 

grocery items. This makes the chore of organized retailers in India more difficult. 

Just in time supply and procurement practices are a mandate for the industry to 

ensure the continuity of unfrozen fresh food assortments in to the shelves. Any 

mistake in doing so may take a stake on the store reputation  and positive image  

which have a significant impact on satisfaction.  

11. Despite of the statistical results relevant to store loyalty, shown either in this 

study or in the earlier studies, retailers have to mind a point that customers 

loyalty is highly volatile in nature. It takes new dimensions and directions as the 

market environment changes. New entrants in to the markets, competitive 

promotional campaigns, novel assortments and several other factors in the 

competitive environment bait the customer consistently. Retailers should 

deliberate to study the market environment consistently to assess their likeliness

in contending with the market dimensions and to retain their existing customers 

while not neglecting expansion of new customer base. 

12. Implications derived from the positive and significant relation between the 

customer satisfaction and repurchase intention suggest careful insights to the 

organized retailers. Customers' tendencies to revisit the store and their 

willingness to continue food and grocery shopping at the store are finite to a 

tolerance level. This tolerance level could be modulated to higher or lower levels 

by the careful attention given by the retail store to keep their customers happy 

and delighted. Once the said tolerance level has been pitched down by the retailer 

either incautiously or unintentionally, the unfortunate result may be that 

assurance of a customer repurchasing from the store will be tampered, thus losing 

the customer loyalty and profits as well. 

13. In the epoch of social media and information systems, playing a determinant role 

on the fate and destiny of the markets and products, word of mouth 

communication is not a factor to weigh less for a modern retailer. The lightning 

speed at which the communication disseminates among the reference groups can 

be a leveraging tool to the advantage of modern retailer over their competitors. 
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Simultaneously it can be a downward spiral to lose their position in the 

competitive market. Customer satisfaction has a significant relation to the word 

of mouth communication as revealed in the statistical results of this study. So it is

highly important for the retailer to ensure the dissatisfied customers are attended 

by heedful CRM personnel in the store to vent their anguish and concerns related 

to their shopping. Despite of any mere uncomfortable experiences faced in the 

store, discerning customers who were given attention, heard and taken care 

would surprisingly suggest the store to their peers, talk positive about the store 

and encourages inquiring friends to visit the store.

14. The toughest measure for customer loyalty and satisfaction perhaps may be the 

price insensitivity. Price conscious Indian consumer is hard to be persuaded for 

paying more for his/her regular needs such as food and grocery. This level of 

apprehension can only be expected in a customer who was eminently satisfied in 

the past purchase experience and is willing to pay a little more for the products in 

inevitable contexts.  However, the price insensitivity in consumers may remain 

strong till a finite threshold limit, beyond which any hike in the price may not get 

consumers' appreciation. Especially when the prices are high compared to the 

other stores, customers are firm enough to buy from the store offering low prices. 

The synergies of antecedents discussed and evaluated in this study would 

advantageously assure retailers to hold price insensitive customers. However, 

retailers should contemplate and earnestly consider two facts that are key 

constituents in customers price insensitivity. First one is, customers may set a 

threshold for being price insensitive towards a store that gave best shopping 

experience. Second one is, there are chances that customers also would compare 

to see if the price hike is a common new trend across the markets or if the store is 

taking deliberate advantage of the habituated buyers. 

15. Confirmed by the statistical findings in this study, complaining behaviour among 

the satisfied customers reduces notably. However, retailers have to draw a line 

between complaints and suggestions to see the suggestions as invaluable inputs 

given for the improvements. Perhaps treating suggestion as a compliant may not 

give a positive tendency to the retailer. 

16. To conclude, it is widely critical to understand the customer insights in an ever 

changing competitive environment. The catapulting dynamics in the culture and 
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lifestyles of people engage them in changing their preferences and judgments.

Therefore, any knowledge or information that retailers acquire to sustain 

themselves  contemporarily erudite in the market may become obsolete in short 

cycles. Retailers have to consistently permeate their insights on the consumer 

attitude and behaviour with the help of contemporary research in the concerned 

area. Exclusively in the food and grocery industry, the tastes of several 

homogeneous groups have become erratic in nature as a result of their exposure

to newer lifestyles. This creates an absolutely essential for retailer to assess their 

existing food and grocery assortments and equip themselves with the necessary 

ranges.         

6.3.3 SUMMARY

This study was intended to analyze the  significant relationship between the customer 

satisfaction and the determinants (antecedents) of customer satisfaction in organized 

food and grocery retailing. Also another objective of this study is to examine the 

positive relationship between customer satisfaction and its behavioural outcomes. In 

this course 976 responses were obtained from the thirteen districts of Andhra Pradesh, 

from three types of organized food and grocery retail formats (viz., convenience store 

/ upgraded kirana, supermarkets, hypermarkets). These responses were analyzed to 

understand the customer satisfaction and its antecedents and consequences. The 

results of these study are highly applicable in Indian organized food and grocery retail 

context. However the findings in this study contribute firsthand information on 

customer satisfaction's antecedents and consequences in organized food and grocery 

retailing. This study examines effect of value for money, value for time, store 

reputation, store environment, social surroundings ad positive effect on customer 

satisfaction. Further, the outcomes of customer satisfaction and the significance of 

relation in between is examined. The empirical evidences that resulted in the data 

analysis have shown the positive and significant relations. Though this study differs 

from previous studies in several aspects, these results are consistent to the findings 

and results of the previous studies in Indian and International context. Overall 

findings in this study are based on the results from the statistical analysis done using

the tools viz., as exploratory factor analysis, multiple regression, simple linear 

regression. Moreover, the implications given are exclusively based on the results and 

findings from the statistical analysis in this study.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS, LIMITATIONS AND 

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The motive of this chapter is to detail the below subsections: i) conclusions of the 

study, ii) plying suggestions to the organized food and grocery retailers for their 

successful emergence in the competitive market, iii) discussing the limitations in the 

study and briefing the reasons, iv) offering directions for the future research which is 

intended in the similar focus area of this study.   

7.2 CONCLUSIONS

Several researchers in the past have signified the importance of understanding 

customers' behavioural aspects in different contexts. Earlier studies on customer 

satisfaction, determinants and outcomes of customer satisfaction have outnumbered 

many other areas of research in marketing and customer relations. This study, in 

particular, had sought to  bring out new dimensions and propositions related to 

customer satisfaction in organized food and grocery  industry. In addition to exploring 

the new aspects in the said research area, this study also tried to develop a 

comprehensive model for customer satisfaction, in which both the determinants and 

consequences of customer satisfaction are an integral part surrounding customer 

satisfaction, making it a latent variable. Though organized food and grocery retailing 

in India is anew phenomena and perceived as a potential threat to the unorganized 

retail sector, it did not see the leaps in the profitability. This remained as debating and 

graveling context for the existing and aspiring retail firms. Only few  brick and mortar 

organized store were apprehended to be profitable in the recent fiscal year. This could 

be evidently due to the short fall in customers' preferences in buying from organized 

sector. Though organized food and grocery sector had drawn the attention of buyers 

aspiring novelty and non-conservative way of shopping their staple needs, consistency 

in attracting the substantial number of shoppers from the traditional neighbourhood 

kirana is a profound challenge before the organized sector. This study helps them in 

understanding the customer insights, while answering the below four research 

questions in a structured and scientific fashion.

This research has answered the four research questions set as below in the chapter 4.2.
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(1) What are the determinants (Antecedents) of customer satisfaction in food and 

grocery retailing? 

(2) Do identified antecedents of customer satisfaction predict food and grocery 

consumers’ satisfaction relative to upgraded kirana stores/convenience stores, 

supermarkets and hypermarkets? 

(3) What are the consequences (outcomes) of customer satisfaction? 

(4) Does customer satisfaction result in price insensitivity, less complaining 

behaviour?

Data collection in this study was conducted in two phases (qualitative/exploratory and 

non-experimental survey), that have helped the researcher in identifying and 

validating the set of variables that act as antecedents and consequences of satisfaction 

in organized food and grocery retail business. In the exploratory analysis question 1 

and 3 were answered by identifying the variable associated with customer satisfaction. 

Exploratory factor analysis used in this study has examined the significance of 

relation that variables have with customer satisfaction. Value for money (VFM), value 

for time (VFT),  service quality (SERQ), store reputation (SREP), store environment 

(SENV), store surroundings (SSUR), positive affect (PA) are the antecedents  and 

consequences are store loyalty - attitudinal (SLA), store loyalty behavioural (SLB), 

word of mouth (WOM), reduced complaining behaviour (CB), repurchase intention 

(RI), price insensitivity (PI).

Data was collected from the thirteen districts of newly formed Andhra 

Pradesh, where the organized retail activity is prevalent. Data collected using the 

structured and self administered questionnaires was analysed to check the significant 

impact and relations in between the identified variables. Several yellow pages and 

online directory services were used for listing out the organized retail stores in the 

district head quarters and other notable towns/suburbs  in each districts. Upgraded 

kirana / convenience stores, supermarket and hypermarket were the organized store 

formats selectively identified for data collection due to their noteworthy size of food 

and grocery retail operations. From the entire data collected 51 percent of the 

responses were collected from the upgraded kirana/convenience stores, 40 percent 

from supermarkets and 9 percent from the hypermarkets. This gap is due to the 

lowness in presence of hypermarkets in the region selected for research. A thoughtful

scrutiny conducted after data collection had given a valid 976 responses that could be

used in the study for data analysis. 
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Statistical tools used in data analysis have established the significance of the 

relations and impact of all independent variables on dependent variables in the study. 

Such results are in consistence with the extensive literature and the statistical results 

of several studies in the past, which were conducted in different contexts. Formulated 

null hypotheses pointing towards the antecedents of customer satisfaction and null 

hypotheses for testing the impact of satisfaction on consequences were rejected, thus 

confirming the validity of alternate hypotheses. Precisely, all identified antecedent 

variables show significant impact on the customer satisfaction and in turn improved 

customer satisfaction results in improved behavioural outcomes from shoppers.

Multiple regression and simple linear regression models was used for testing the 

impact of antecedents on customer satisfaction and effects of customer satisfaction in 

its consequences respectively. Correlation used in the study had shown a positive

correlation between the factors where values are positioned below a maximum value 

of 0.74. This affirms that there is no instability of the predictors set in the correlations.

The  descriptive statistics used in the study have revealed several interesting 

facts relevant to the preference and attitudes of customers while shopping for food 

and grocery items. Customers selection of store on the basis of its distance from their 

home in one among such disclosures, where an approximate of 42 percent of the 

respondents have said they prefer buying food and grocery from the store with 1 - 2

KMs of comfortable distance.   An approximate of 44 percent of the respondents have 

a household income greater than Rs 40,000 per month. One can easily interpret this 

fact in multiple dimensions. One interpretation that perhaps may sound appropriate is, 

most of the customers visiting organized stores for food and grocery items are above 

middle class income groups. Second one is, the income levels of middle class and 

other classes below middle class have prominently shifted to the higher levels, leaning 

the below middle class size.

As a summary, this study reports a positive and unbiased results that may help 

the organized retailers to assess their performance reorient their marketing strategies.
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7.3 SUGGESTIONS

Results from the data analysis have helped in developing few constructive suggestion 

for the modern retailers (upgraded kirana/convenience store, supermarkets, 

hypermarkets) identified for the study.

Though the novelty and the aesthetics in the modern retail store are drawing 

customers with fragile attraction, the conversion of footfalls in to profitable 

sales remain a challenge before the retail firms. This create a need for retailers 

to focus on studying the customer insights as a theoretical focal point. 

Retailers have to conduct frequent marketing research and lean upon the 

authentic research material available in this area for such learning. 

Consultancy from the experts may help the business managers and 

practitioners in having new insights about the  new phenomenon and dynamics 

in the markets.

Organized retailers will have to keenly notice the key changes that 

unorganized sector is striving to make in their operations strategy. New 

esthetical looks in the store structure, high level assortments, increased 

product mix offered to the customers and the same unchanging personalized 

service offered as usual, are replicating the modern formats. This may create 

an impression among the local populace that neighborhood kiranas are no 

more meant for short fill-in purposes. Modern retail formats should endeavor

to competing with such mom-and-pop stores with new level of quality 

customer service and discounts which can be managed by the cost reductions

in the back end operations.

Retails firms should be effectively responsive for the complaints and 

escalation handling as customers don’t often complaint but switch the store.

The disregard customer care exclusively for food and grocery is a  serious 

setback  for the industry.  The complaining system through the service 

executive can be assumed to be completely absent in the industry as far as the 

information gather by the researcher is concerned. Enabling exclusive 

customer care centre for the food and grocery, focusing on the complaints 

pertinent to unpacked food items such as vegetable, fruits, meat and other 

perishables would certainly differentiate retailer with the other competitors in 

the market. Though this level of service is cost inclusive, on a long run 
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reduced complaints reduces the inclusion of investments in to customer 

service.

Staff recruited for the store operations, especially in supermarkets and 

hypermarkets are not trained to the level of professionalism as seen in the 

Multi Branded Retail Trades (MBRT) of organizations such as Wall-Mart. 

This may create a negative imprint of the service to the customers. Training 

the front line staff on operational excellence and customer handling and 

assistance would add savour of shopping to the customer experience and 

flavour of professionalism to the store.

Ambience and aesthetics alone cannot lure the shopper to certainly buy, as far 

as this study is concern. Price conscious consumers in India are very 

particular about the value for money they receive from the purchase. Value for 

money cannot be literally interpreted as the low prices, but the value additions 

that store offers for every penny spent by the buyer. Those value additions 

could be delivery assistance, mitigated search time, long open hours and etc. 

These value additions are apart from the price promotions and discounts that 

buyers generally expect from a store. When the price reductions cannot be 

further at a level of saturation, retailers have to consistently asses what value 

additions could be added to the money spent by the buyers.

Customers care sternly care for the time they spend on shopping. This is due 

to their time pressure and treatment of time as a scarce resource. Their 

perception of the total shopping time includes their travel time to the store, 

search time in the store, waiting time in the lines and search time for any 

specific good in other stores if it's not offered in the store visited. To ensure 

that customer's time is economized, retailers have to prudently plan for the 

following action mechanism. a) Ensure the faster billing machines and any 

other new and latent technology available is installed in the store to cut down 

waiting time in the billing process. Increase the number of billing counters, 

preferably floor wise or department wise, for ensuring the short lines near 

billing. b) Signage are often neglected in the food and grocery section of 

several stores. Food and grocery items have to be categorically sorted in the 

lay outs based on their nature and proper signage should be displayed to avoid 

confusion, thus reducing the in-store search time. Employees knowledge on 
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the shelving and their assistance also highly helps the shoppers to pick their 

items with ease. c) Retail managers at the strategic level should consider the

residential neighbourhoods for starting new stores rather than choosing the 

commercial retail locations. This helps them in being available to the 

households in shorter travel distances and drastically reduces the travel time 

cost for the food and grocery shoppers. Arranging an over the counter sale 

(OTC) for the shoppers who just want to pick one or two items would also 

help reduce the checkout lines. 

Store formats such as supermarkets and hypermarket have to ensure adequate 

two wheeler and car parking to ensure shoppers can serenely spend quality 

shopping time in the store.

Maintaining hygiene in the store along with the sufficient lightning and 

enriched interiors will give positive perception to buyers on the store 

environment.

Physical dimension of the stores have to be carefully and scientifically 

designed to fix sensible layouts and stock keeping units (SKUs). Layouts 

should be avoided to be seen as complex maze that confuse the buyer and 

overlaps his efforts while exploring shelves.

Perished food and grocery items have to be periodically checked for  and 

immediately removed and details to be recorded for preparing a standard 

mechanism to salvage the food and grocery, especially vegetables and fruits. 

Assortment in the store should constitute all brands varying in different price 

tags. This is to keep every category available to all customers of different 

earning groups. Different category  of products made available at different 

prices helps in creating a one-stop shopping destiny image to the store.

Neighbourhood kirana is proving to be giant slayer by giving personalized 

services, credit facilities, home delivery. These facilities in organized retail are 

merely promotional activities but not inherent. So raising service quality to the 

level of neighbourhood kirana is a non negligible fact to consider. 

Identify the products that could potentially turn out to be dead stock and avoid 

procuring them. If a pile of dead stock exits get rid of it in marked down price 

offers as a clearance sale. Doing this create more space in the store and 

improves quality of store environment.
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Retailers need to have an effective planogram of visual merchandise to 

strategically position items in the shelves. Doing so will help retailers to drive 

private labels rapidly sell out from the shelves and also helps customers in 

easy store mapping. 

7.4 LIMITATIONS

This study is not a conclusive end for the research in the food and grocery retail 

industry. Indeed, this study attempted to fill the existing gap in this area of research.

Though this study had achieved the objectives set, it may not be comprehended as 

solution for every question that may arise in the domain of organized food and 

grocery retail. The results and findings in this study are confined to few constraints 

beyond which an abundant amount of research still exists for cumulating to this work. 

Listed below are the limitations of this study.

This study is limited to adult shoppers over 20 years of age. However food and 

grocery industry has considerable buyers below that age who are very frequent 

in the modern retail formats such as supermarkets and hypermarkets.

This study is specific to food and grocery category in broad. However it is not 

specific to categories such as packed, processed, unprocessed, vegetables, 

grocery, and confectionary etc.

Demographical factors considered in the study are limited to age, profession, 

monthly household income, distance travelled to the store, mode of travel, 

educational background and behavioural variables such as store loyalty 

(attitudinal and behavioural), price insensitivity, reduced complaining 

behaviour, word of mouth and repurchase intentions.  Demographic could 

have been extended to specifics of profession, and ethnicities. 

This study had included upgraded kiranas / convenience stores, supermarkets 

and hypermarkets in for collecting the responses. However there are other 

organized formats such as, discount stores, cash and carry formats (shoppers 

often buy from cash and carry formats for non reselling purposes) where an 

abundant data could have been collected.

Inclusion of hypermarkets in this study had only increased the efforts of the 

research team but proportionately very few responses when compared to other 

two identified formats.
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The self administered questionnaire used in this study consists of questions 

related to thirteen variables, which made the questionnaire little lengthier and 

would have prolonged the respondents' time in answering. This may have 

caused few respondents to be casual/careless in filling responses.

Sample frame work is confined to the cities, suburbs where retail activity is 

higher. Rural and semi rural regions are not considered in sampling, since the 

organized retail activity is a completely absent. 

However, substantial amount of awareness of modern retailing exists in the 

rural regions and people from such regions make very frequent shopping trips 

to organized retail stores. Their classification is not mapped to this study 

though few responses may have been collected from such non-urban residents.

Despite of several constraints, this study was conducted to contribute to the selected 

research area and tried to overcome diverse limitations.

7.5 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Limitations always lead to exploration of new opportunities and learning. As a

substantiation to this statement, few uncovered areas and limitations that were unable 

to be overcome in this study open doors for future research. 

Inclusion of shoppers between the ages 17 – 19 yrs may be included in the 

future studies as shopping frequency in said group is found increasing in the 

modern retail formats. It's advisable to add this segment to future study as the 

most of branded packaged food categories are preferred by this age group. 

Surveying this group may positively add rigor to the data analysis and results. 

This study did not focus on the several behavioural constructs that can be 

linked as inclinations toward the customer satisfaction. For instance, future 

researchers can consider behavioural attributes such as emotional intelligence, 

emotional loyalty and emotional satisfaction, which were not part of 

theoretical model in this study. Such new explorations may reasonably give 

fresh and brighter perceptive on organized food and grocery customers. 

Future research in organized food and grocery retail can be extended to other 

store formats viz., discount stores, cash and carry formats, company outlets. 

This study had covered barely three prominent store formats in  organized 

retail sector (upgraded kirana / convenience stores, supermarkets, 
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hypermarkets). Also, studies can limit their survey to exclusive individual 

formats to improve the assiduity in the results pertaining to that particular 

format.

Also future research can try studying the preference proportions of customers 

in buying different categories of food and grocery from different store formats. 

Though demographics in this study have yielded to few interesting incursions 

in to the customers' preferences, they were not hypothesized for the study. 

Studies in future can focus on linkages of demographics with customer 

satisfaction and other behavioural variables.

Conceptual model in this study can be applied in the retail and other 

businesses such as apparel (e.g. Westside, Pantaloons), cosmetics, salon and 

spa (e.g. Naturals, L'Oreal, Green trends),  restaurant chains (e.g. McDonalds, 

KFC, Pizza Hut). 

Using advanced statistical tools such as structural equation model (SEM 

technique). 

Baltas and Argouslidis [318] mention that no research is a perfect indicator of realistic 

behaviour and actual results. So any future research as a continuation to this study 

should consider critical thinking in identifying a reasonable research problem, 

contemporary and thoughtful literature for firm research foundation and advanced 

tools and techniques for data collection and analysis. 


